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Canadian Speed Limits Lifted: Report from 2019 Season
On Friday, 2 August, Canadian transportation officials lifted the temporary speed limits in the
two shipping lanes in the northwestern part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. This came after
surveyors did not report any right whales in the area. The reduced speed limit of 10 knots in
shipping lanes was first announced on 26 June after right whale carcasses began appearing
earlier in the month (Cape Cod Times, 6 August 2019). “If a right whale is spotted, we will
implement another slowdown,” said Minister of Transport Marc Garneau. For vessels that did
not comply with the mandatory slow down, Transport Canada imposed monetary penalties.
As of 2 September, eight North Atlantic right whale carcasses have been found in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence (table below). Likewise, four entangled right whales have been reported to date (table
on following page).
Mortality
Date
Catalog #
1
4 June
#4023, Wolverine
2
20 June
#1281, Punctuation
3
25 June
#1514, Comet
4
25 June
#3815
5
26 June
#3329
6
27 June
#3450, Clipper
7
18 July
#3421
8
19 July
unknown
Source: Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Notes
Male, 9 y.o.
Female, > 38 y.o.
Male, > 33 y.o.
Female, 11 y.o.
Female, 16 y.o.
Female, > 13 y.o.
Male, 15 y.o.
unknown

Necropsy
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N

One of the dead whales, Clipper, #3450, was well-known, particularly to researchers and
volunteers in Florida. On 19 and 20 January 2016, she and her first calf swam south of Cape
Canaveral, and were sighted off Cocoa Beach. They meandered north and south on several

occasions, and on 8 and 9 February they swam into the Sebastian Inlet. During this period, they
received abundant media and YouTube coverage.
Likewise, #1281, Punctuation, a 38+ year-old female, first seen in 1981 and frequently since
then, contributed hugely to the population, having birthed eight calves. In 2016, she apparently
shifted her spring/summer habitat into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where she was reported dead in
2019. As evident in these examples, all right whales have a history.
Entanglement
1

Catalog
#4423

Notes
Male, 5 y.o.
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Date
April US,
4 July Canada
19 June

#4440

Male 5 y.o.

3
4

4 July
6 August

#3125
#1226,
Snake Eyes

Male, 18 yo
Male, > 40 yo

Status
Partially
disentangled
Probably still
entangled
Still entangled
Probably still
entangled

For the overall survey results, Tim Cole, Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC), reports
that, collectively, the aerial survey teams (including several Canadian teams) have photographed
about 126 individuals this season in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Additional research teams are
working from boats in the area. They may be adding additional records to the 2019 tally.
To the south, Marianna Hagbloom reports that this summer marked the New England
Aquarium’s 39th consecutive year of right whale surveys in the Bay of Fundy. So far, there have
been three sightings reported in the Bay of Fundy this year: Catalog #2304 was skim feeding in
the northern Bay on May 17, and #3808 and #4191 were seen on July 5 and July 8, respectively,
off Brier Island, Nova Scotia. However, these whales did not take up residency nor did others
join them. To date, the New England Aquarium team has not observed any right whales! “Our
August session ended on the 26th, and our September session starts on the 6th. We know that the
habitat will continue to change as we have witnessed the increase of more wildlife between June
and August, but we are unsure if it will shift in favor of right whales. Hopefully, the September
survey conditions will be ideal so we can log more miles and confirm their presence or absence.”

U.S. Efforts at Right Whale Take Reduction: Not Easy, Not Quick
Save The Whales. Well, OK. The following article describes the difficult and multi-layered
scientific, management, political, legislative, regulatory, economic, and human-natured road
that lies ahead.
Ed.
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The government agency responsible for protection of right whales is the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) (also synonymous
with NOAA Fisheries). A blueprint as to how this shall be done was provided by the 1994
amendments to the Marine Mammal Protection Act. The Act forbids the “take” of marine
mammals. However, the language of the act provides for exceptions―one being the
unintentional or incidental take in the course of actions such as fishing and shipping. The 1994
amendments resulted in part from the fear that the takes were excessive, and because previous
management measures had not been successful. As a result, the agency is required to produce
Stock Assessment Reports (SARs) that include annual estimates of deaths caused by human
activities. Along with these reports comes the requirement for Take Reduction Plans (TRPs) that
detail actions that will help recover depleted populations. These plans are put forward by
advisory teams―in the case of the North Atlantic right whale―the Atlantic Large Whale Take
Reduction Team (see also Right Whale News, December 2018) . In concept, the Team provides
an agreed-upon framework with objectives that will be achieved through more specific
regulations (more on this below). The plan is subsequently considered by NMFS in
rulemaking/regulations. These outcomes are based on an inclusive, consensus-based process. If
the Team does not reach consensus, NMFS is required to draft a plan that incorporates
consensus-based elements, and in the absence of a satisfactory consensus-based plan, the agency
will propose other/additional actions. It is a long, slow, often contentious road from the
objective(s) to the outcomes. The steps and viewpoints are described in the sections below.
I. Update: Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team April 2019 Meeting
Contributed by Robert D. Kenney
University of Rhode Island Graduate School of Oceanography
The Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team (the ‘Team’) held its most recent face-to-face
meeting from the 23rd to 26th of April at the Marriott in Providence, Rhode Island. The
identified goal of the meeting was to “identify and recommend modifications to the Atlantic
Large Whale Take Reduction Plan (ALWTRP) (the ‘Plan’) to further reduce impacts of U.S.
fixed gear fisheries on large whales and reduce mortality and serious injury to below Potential
Biological Removal (PBR) for right whales.” The first part of the meeting included
presentations by several NOAA Fisheries officials: Donna Wieting, Director of the Office of
Protected Resources; Kim Damon-Randall, Deputy Greater Atlantic Regional Administrator;
Mike Asaro, Acting Assistant Regional Administrator for Protected Resources; and Jon Hare,
NEFSC Director, all of which made the same points. The North Atlantic right whale (NARW)
population had been declining since about 2010, and human-caused mortality, primarily from
fisheries entanglements but also from vessel collisions, was a significant impact. The agency
had no options other than drastically reducing entanglements and intended to move into the rule3

making process immediately after the meeting whether or not the Team reached consensus on a
proposal. This meeting was to focus on the New England lobster fishery and NARWs, with the
next meeting in spring 2020 expanding the focus to other fisheries and humpbacks.
At the previous meeting in October of 2018, the Team made two requests of NOAA Fisheries for
items that they concluded were necessary before further discussion of any additional or expanded
take-reduction measures focusing on vertical lines: (1) a clearly defined target for the level of
risk reduction that would be required, and (2) some metric for quantifying the amount of risk
reduction that would be achieved by any particular proposed measure. NOAA Fisheries came to
the meeting armed with responses to both requests.
The necessary level of risk reduction was already defined in general terms in the requirements of
the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA)—to reduce fishery-related mortality and serious
injury below PBR within six months and to “insignificant levels approaching a zero mortality
and serious injury rate” within five years. The 2018 draft SAR, released in final form on 18 June
2019, specified the PBR as 0.9 and the 2012–2016 average annual fishery-related mortality and
serious injury as 5.15. The Team’s risk-reduction target was spelled out in the meeting
objective: “to develop consensus recommendations on a suite of measures that will achieve a 60
to 80% reduction in mortalities and serious injuries of right whales in U.S. fisheries to support
NMFS rulemaking that will be initiated in May 2019” (emphasis added). Fishing industry
representatives on the Team tried to open discussion on modifying the risk-reduction target but
were unsuccessful. Two things should be noted: (1) cutting the 5.15 annual mortality rate to
below 0.9 would actually require an 83% reduction, and (2) the 2019 SAR will likely have a
lower PBR (which will continue to go down as long as the abundance keeps decreasing) and
higher mortality rate; therefore an even stricter reduction is likely to be necessary within the
foreseeable future. (A conundrum is that the 5.15 mortality rate includes mortalities in Canada
that the U.S. cannot regulate.)
To deal with the Team’s second request, a Risk Reduction Decision Support Tool (the ‘Tool’)
was developed by a team of scientists from NEFSC (primarily Burton Shank), and was described
to the meeting in a presentation by Sean Hayes. The Tool is based on recognizing that
entanglement risk at any given location and time is the product of three factors: (1) the density of
whales, (2) the density of vertical lines, and (3) an assessment of the ‘riskiness’ of any particular
gear type or configuration. Whale density information came from habitat-based density models
produced, largely from NOAA Fisheries survey data, by the Duke University Marine Geospatial
Ecology Laboratory. Jason Roberts presented a summary of the modeling methods and results.
Gear density came from data assembled by Industrial Economics, as used in the previous ‘cooccurrence’ model, but with as much updated information as was available from both the states
and NMFS. The concept of evaluating risk reduction by comparing the co-occurrence of gear
and whales is not new for this Team. The new component in the model was a gear ‘risk severity’
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score, which was created from a poll of Team members and others (NMFS gear specialists and
disentanglement team members) in advance of the meeting. Poll respondents were presented
with a variety of different gear configurations (e.g., trawls of 1–4 traps with 3/8-inch rope, 20trap trawls with 7/16-inch rope, the same but with a time-tension line cutter, 40-trap trawls with
5/8-inch rope, adding weak sleeves or weaker ropes with <1,700-pound breaking strength, etc.),
and asked to score each one on a relative scale of 0 (no risk) to 10 (greatest risk). The scores
assigned differed substantially between caucuses, with industry representatives having the lowest
scores and disentanglers the highest, and state representatives, federal scientists, academics,
federal managers, and conservationists scores being intermediate and in approximately that order
from low to high. However, the general trend from lowest to highest perceived risk severity for
the different gear configurations was largely consistent across caucuses—with median scores
ranging from 3.8 for gear with ground line only and no vertical lines to 9.9 for trawls of >40
traps with 5/8-inch line. The Tool was designed so that one could specify any proposed measure,
applicable to a given time, location, and fishery component. The Tool would then output
detailed results, including the changes in gear (numbers of traps, numbers of vertical lines, etc.),
the risk score under current conditions, the new risk score for the modified conditions, the
percent reduction in risk for that specific location and time, and the percent reduction in risk
across the entire universe of the fishery.
Most of the meeting was taken up by discussions among smaller breakout groups to explore
various regulatory scenarios and proposals. The plan had been for the breakout groups to be all
cross-caucus; however industry representatives wanted the first round to stay within the
caucuses. The charge to the breakout groups was to independently come up with three possible
sets of Plan modifications each, with two meeting the 60% goal and one hitting the 80% target.
Each group had a member of the NEFSC modeling team to run the Tool as proposals were put
forward. The proposals tested included some that had been put on the table at the October 2018
meeting, but some were developed on the fly during the discussions. The NEFSC modeling
team, who had just barely managed to finish a working system before the meeting began,
provided yeoman service by running scenario after scenario, on insufficient sleep, while
simultaneously tweaking the model and fixing bugs.
Two weaknesses of the Tool became apparent: one with the whale density data and the second
with the risk severity scores. The Duke density model was developed for the U.S. Navy, who is
not particularly concerned with mammal densities in the near-shore areas like Maine coastal
waters, where gear density is very high—so the densities had not been extrapolated all the way to
the shore. More importantly, the survey data used (through 2015) did not adequately capture
recent shifts in right whale distribution since 2010. None of the data from the aerial surveys
flown in the Massachusetts and Rhode Island Wind Energy Areas off southern New England
have been included (neither the original set of surveys in 2011–2015 nor the second set that
began in 2017). That area has become a high-use habitat during those years, so a model without
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those data does not realistically quantify current risk or adequately assess any proposed
regulatory changes. Duke is currently working on an update for the density model, which was
identified by the Team as a high priority.
Many Team members felt that the risk-severity scores were too subjective and insufficiently
quantitative, and did not completely capture the universe of possible gear configurations (either
present or future). There was extended discussion of possible ways to better quantify risk
severity, perhaps through an expert elicitation process. Jon Hare did make the point during his
presentation that the Tool does provide the “best available scientific information” required under
the MMPA. The need to take immediate action may not allow adequate time to develop a fully
quantitative severity index; however the agency will explore any possible improvements that can
be made. Center scientists are evaluating whether existing data can be used to inform the risk
score.
The outcome of the meeting was a set of proposals designed to reach the 60% risk-reduction
target. At the insistence of industry representatives on the Team, the proposals were focused on
the established Lobster Management Areas (LMAs, see accompanying map, next page) and the
individual states, with each state independently trying to reach the target within their own fishery
component(s). The overall proposal attained near-consensus among the Team members as
worthy of moving forward, with only a single objection—from Sharon Young, Marine Issues
Field Director for the Humane Society of the United States. She commented to a Boston Globe
reporter “I can’t support something if I don’t reasonably think that it will work. I’m concerned
that this is based on a lot of assumptions, hopes, and wishes that I would love to have come true.
But if I don’t think it’s going to work, I can’t raise my hand to support it.”
The following briefly summarizes the various components of the proposed Plan revisions. The
numbers in parentheses are the in-meeting estimated risk reductions for each component, with
the bold number at the beginning the total estimated reduction for that area. No new fishery
closures were included. Environmental advocates at the meeting, including both Team members
and observers, continued to push for fishing methods with no vertical lines (so-called “ropeless”
fishing), but that option was not included. They maintain their hopes that “ropeless” fishing will
be the longer-term solution, but it will require a major paradigm shift that poses significant
technological and regulatory challenges.
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Lobster Management Areas off the Northeast. Measures proposed at the April 2019 ALWTRT meeting
did not apply to LMAs 4, 5, and 6, nor to LMA 3 west of Rhode Island.

Maine / LMA 1 (61.6%): reduce the number of end lines by half (50%); use weak rope in the top
3/4 of buoy lines beyond 3 miles (11.6%)
New Hampshire / LMA 1 (58.5%): reduce the number of end lines by 30%; use 1,700-lb
breaking strength rope or weak sleeves in all buoy lines (28.5%)
Massachusetts / LMA 1 & Outer Cape (60%): Mass Bay Restricted Area closure (24%); reduce
the number of end lines by 30% outside the MBRA (25%); weak sleeves or 1,700-lb breaking
strength or equivalent (11%)
Massachusetts & Rhode Island / LMA 2 & LMA 2/3 Overlap (60%): reduce the numbers of
vertical lines in LMA 2 (began in 2018 under the Fishery Management Plan) (18%); trawling up
from 20 traps per trawl to 30 in LMA 2/3 Overlap (30%); 1,700-lb breaking strength or
equivalent everywhere (60%)
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LMA 3 (TBD, committed to reaching 60%): accelerate vertical line reductions through 2020
under the Fishery Management Plan (18%); rapid research on alternatives to introduce weak rope
or weak link elements to offshore line
Complete materials for the April 2018 meeting can be found on the Greater Atlantic Region
Fisheries Office (GARFO) website at:
https://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/protected/whaletrp/trt/meetings/April%202019/19
_april_2019_trt_meeting.html. The key outcomes memo summarizing the meeting will be posted
there once reviewed by the Team and finalized.
II. The Agency Perspective
Contributed by Colleen Coogan, Marine Mammal Take Reduction Team Coordinator,
GARFO
At its April 2019 meeting, the ALWTRT provided a near-consensus recommendation to NMFS,
identifying a framework to reduce entanglement in New England trap/pot fisheries, including
American lobster, by 60% or more. The framework is broad-based in nature and includes
removing entangling lines from the water column, replacing strong ropes that cause serious
injury and mortality with ropes that right whales can break, and marking gear to improve
information on where and how entanglements are occurring.
Maine has already begun scoping to develop measures for Maine state permitted fishermen.
NMFS is working closely with Maine fishery managers as they hold scoping meetings along
their coast and have conducted our own scoping meetings in Maine as well. We are also
working closely and have conducted joint summer scoping meetings with New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island (see below). Many fishermen that fish from these states hold
dual state and federal permits, and many Massachusetts and Rhode Island lobster fishermen fish
primarily in Federal waters. These three states are taking an active role in developing measures
appropriate to their jurisdictions. And finally, some lobster fishermen fish only in offshore
federal waters from larger vessels and with heavier gear. NMFS is collaborating with offshore
lobstermen as well. Together with the New England states, our goal is to respect the framework
adopted by the Team while creating measures that are operationally feasible for the varying gear
configurations and lobster fishing conditions across New England. Through this collaborative
effort, we anticipate that we will have a suite of measures by late September 2019 that we can
evaluate under the National Environmental Policy Act procedures to ultimately incorporate into a
proposed rule. An Environmental Impacts Statement will be drafted this fall to analyze
alternatives to compare effectiveness toward reaching take reduction goals and to identify
environmental, social, and economic impacts of suites of possible measures. Although it is
ambitious, we hope the Draft Environmental Impact Statement will be available for public
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comment at the end of the calendar year, with the proposed rule following in early 2020 for
additional public comment.
In addition to drafting regulations to reduce the risk of fisheries toward right whales, NMFS is
collaborating with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission to improve information on
the lobster fishery in Federal waters. Rulemaking under the Atlantic Coastal Act to require
100% reporting by federally permitted vessels is anticipated to be proposed this year. Maine and
Massachusetts are conducting pilot studies on vessel-tracking systems this summer in
collaboration with the Commission. Following the completion of the pilot studies, NMFS will
consider rulemaking based on pilot-study results.
Lastly, NMFS staff in Headquarters and on both coasts are addressing current hurdles to
operationally feasible ropeless fishing, and developing a broad research and management
strategy to move ropeless fishing forward. Should seasonal closures be required in the future,
development of viable ropeless fishing alternatives could allow commercial fishing to continue
in areas otherwise closed to endlines.

III. Perspective from the State of Maine
A showdown over lobsters and whales appears to be brewing between Maine and the federal
government. On 11 July 2019, Maine Public Radio reported that, under direction from Governor
Janet Mills, the Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) is telling federal regulators that
the state will not accept their targets for reducing risk to North Atlantic right whales attributable
to rope the state’s lobstermen use to tend their gear. The federal target of a 60% reduction in risk
could force Maine lobstermen to remove half their rope. Mills directed the DMR to create its
own risk-reduction target that is “commensurate with any risk posed by the Maine lobster
industry.”
This view was reinforced when lobstermen gathered for a rally at the Municipal Fish Pier in
Stonington on 22 July. Governor Mills was joined by both the federal and state congressional
delegation. “Maine’s entire congressional delegation and Governor Mills stand with you,” said
U.S. Senator Susan Collins, reported the Ellsworth American.
How important is this? The Associated Press on 1 March 2019 reported that Maine lobstermen
brought more than 119 million pounds of the state’s signature seafood ashore last year. The
value of the 2018 lobster catch was more than $484.5 million―with Maine by far the biggest
lobster producer in the United States.
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IV. Scoping Meetings
As part of the process of developing an Environmental Impact Statement to evaluate amending
regulations that implement the ALWTRP, NMFS held eight scoping meetings and is accepting
written input until 16 September 2019. The purpose of scoping is to involve the public in
developing ideas to reduce the risk of serious injury to and mortality of large whales that interact
with vertical lines (buoy lines) from commercial trap/pot and gillnet fishing gear. Public and
stakeholder comments were received in eight meetings in August 2019. The meetings were held
in Machias, Ellsworth, Waldoboro, and Portland, Maine; Portsmouth, New Hampshire;
Narragansett, Rhode Island; and Gloucester and Bourne, Massachusetts.

About 200 diverse stakeholders attended the scoping meeting on 21 August 2019 at the Upper Cape Cod
Regional Technical School, Bourne, Massachusetts. Participants or convenors included, clockwise from
the top left: Beth Casoni, Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association; Michael Asaro, Greater Atlantic
Regional Fisheries Office; two of the many videographers; and David Dow, Sierra Club.
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V. The Massachusetts Perspective
Contributed by Beth Casoni, Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association.
Most Massachusetts lobstermen fish in the nearshore Lobster Management Area One (LMA1).
The effort in this area by Massachusetts fishermen has been declining. The number of permits in
2000 was 1,200 and in 2017 was 995. No new permits have been issued, eliminating 236,000
potential vertical lines. There were an estimated 61,000 buoy lines in 2011 and an estimated
58,000 in 2017. Currently there are 675 active commercial lobstermen in LMA1. This is a far
cry from the number of permits and buoy lines in other regions.
Massachusetts commercial lobstermen have been at the forefront of conservation measures for
the right whales for more than two decades now. Unfortunately, the entire suite of conservation
measures implemented by the ALWTRT currently in place today appears to not be enough in the
eyes of the conservation groups who continually sue the federal government to do more.
Since the ALWTRP was implemented in 1996, there has been a suite of requirements, bans,
restrictions, and closures. Massachusetts commercial lobstermen are repeatedly burdened with
economic hardships and the most restrictive conservation regulations in the United States
commercial lobster industry, when in actuality it is no longer the responsibility of the
Massachusetts commercial lobstermen to do any more today until other regions step up to the
same draconian conservation effort levels that are in place right here in the Commonwealth.
The Massachusetts Restricted Area Closure, which was implemented in 2014; closed over 3,000
square miles for February, March and April, directly effecting approximately 130 commercial
lobstermen, crew members, and shore-side businesses. This is not just a three-month closure;
rather, it is actually a five-month closure, given the amount of time that is needed to safely set
and safely remove the gear (a month on either end of the closure as well any undetermined
closure extensions).
Furthermore, Massachusetts commercial lobstermen have been actively engaged in the
conservation and management process, development, and implementation, and continue to be at
the table looking for ways to keep the fishermen fishing, while reducing interaction with right
whales. We are still at the table.
While the unusual mortality event in 2017 is driving much of the urgency of this response, it is
unbelievable that we don’t have data from NOAA Fisheries identifying the gear involved in the
2016–2017 entanglements. We need to identify entanglement events by country and fishery.
In 2017‒2018 in Canada: there were 12 North Atlantic right whales (NARWs) whales killed in
the Gulf of St Lawrence: 5 by ship strikes, 2 by entanglements and 5 by unknown causes. There
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were five additional live entanglements in this area. In 2018, a dead right whale was found off
the Southeast US in gear consistent with the Canadian snow crab fishery.
Additionally, in 2017 ̶ 2018 in the U.S., there were five NARWs found dead in US waters, one
due to a vessel strike and four to unknown causes. None of the U.S. mortalities were linked to
fishing.
The staggering amount of carnage endured by the NARWs in Canadian waters is unfathomable.
The Canadians have killed on average eight NARWs per year over the last three years. NOAA
could take all of the vertical lines out of the water along the East Coast and the PBR would still
be exceeded, and our lobstermen would still be found 50% at fault. How is the U.S. commercial
lobster fishery ever supposed to reach the end zone when it is truly unattainable? Enough is
enough!
We cannot save the species without significant Canadian action today! We need to demand
more action from Canada. NARWs are traveling from Cape Cod Bay to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence through unregulated Canadian gear and vessel activity. When the NARWs left Cape
Cod Bay this spring they were very well fed and very much alive, until they arrived in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. Now, eight more are dead.
In Canada there are only limited spatial and temporal protections for right whales. Snow crab is
the only fishery regulated. There are no regulations on the lobster fishery which uses floating
line and does not use weak links. All U.S. fishermen use weak links and sink rope. These
measures can make a difference if they are implemented today in Canada.
Earlier this year, the Lobster Foundation of Massachusetts was awarded a grant from the
Massachusetts Environmental Trust through their license plate fund to develop a weaker 1,700 lb
red rope that will help further reduce the serious injuries to right whales. We are working with
three rope manufactures and are looking forward to purchasing a large amount of the rope to be
tested during the 2020 fishing season.
When the dust settles from these scoping meetings, remember that our fishermen are stewards of
the sea. Without a healthy ecosystem, they collectively, would not be able to continue on
earning a living in the historic and iconic commercial lobster fishery that was central to building
this great country we call the United States of America.
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VI. Next Steps
In parallel with the ALWTRP actions under the MMPA are two additional pieces of legislation
that come to bear. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 requires Federal agencies to
evaluate the environmental effects of their actions. An Environmental Impact Statement is
prepared. Typically the process includes identifying alternatives and mitigating measures to any
impacts. Secondly, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 requires that actions do not
jeopardize the continuing existence of a listed species or destroy or adversely modify designated
critical habitat. To this end, a Biological Opinion is being prepared, and likely will be released
around the same time as the proposed rule.

The Environmental Impact Statement process includes several steps, sometimes over a protracted time
frame. Throughout, public review and input are included.

As it stands, the plan amendment process includes:
* from now until 16 September – scoping for a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
* Draft Environmental Impact Statement (hope to publish late 2019)
* public comment period
* Draft Proposed Rule (early 2020)
* public comment period
* Finalize Environmental Impact Statement (target spring 2020)
* Finalize Rule amending Take Reduction Plan (hope for summer 2020)
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Comments on ALWTRP scoping can be submitted on/before 16 September 2019 by email to:
nmfs.gar.ALWTRT2019@noaa.gov, or by mail to: Michael Pentony, Regional Adminstrator,
National Marine Fisheries Service, 55 Great Republic Drive, Gloucester, Massachusetts 019302276.

Programmatic Consultation to Streamline Processing
of Research Permits

On 27 August 2019, the NMFS Office of Protected Resources, Permits and Conservation
Division, announced the completion of the programmatic consultation to streamline the process
for cetacean research and enhancement permitting under the ESA and the MMPA. The
programmatic consultation applies to all ESA-listed cetacean species under NMFS’ jurisdiction.
The programmatic framework does not apply in the case of non ESA-listed cetaceans.
The new programmatic framework includes:
 A programmatic ESA Section 7 Biological Opinion,
 Two permit application cycles,
 A standard reporting cycle and report form,
 Limits on deep-implant tags, and
 Adaptive management of the program.
There are now two application cycles, with applications due 1 May and 1 November. The first
application cycle deadline is 1 November 2019. New permit applications and major amendment
requests must be submitted on/by this date for projects that require a decision by May 2020.
Major amendments include:
 Increasing take numbers,
 Adding species,
 Changing location, and/or
 Adding or changing take procedures that will result in an increased the risk to the
animals.
Minor amendments and authorizations (e.g., Co-Investigator letters or filming requests) can be
submitted at any time.
The cetacean programmatic documents include descriptions of the different tag categories
(helping to address the concerns about implantable tags on right whales raised in a letter of 24
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August 2018 by S.D. Kraus and others (see Right Whale News, December 2018)). Deep-implant
tags are designed to anchor into the fascia layer between the blubber and muscle, or deeper in the
muscle tissues for long-term attachment. Dart tags (e.g., Limpet-style tags) are designed to
anchor into blubber, cartilage, or dense connective tissue (i.e., dorsal fin or dorsal ridge), but not
muscle. NMFS does not expect any fitness-level impacts from dart tags, and therefore, is not
limiting the number of dart tags under the cetacean programmatic framework. While dart tags
are allowed for NARWs, deep-implant tags are not allowed on this species.
NMFS evaluated most standard methods for conducting research on ESA-listed cetaceans in U.S.
and international waters as part of the cetacean programmatic consultation. Some of these
research methods would potentially qualify as not likely to adversely affect (NLAA) ESA-listed
species. The activities evaluated and now likely to fall under a programmatic consultation
include:
 Vessel surveys;
 Aerial surveys, including unmanned aircraft systems;
 Photography and filming;
 Passive acoustic recording;
 Active acoustic playbacks;
 Biological sampling (e.g., skin and blubber biopsies, sloughed skin, feces, and exhaled
air); and
 Tagging.
However, the scope of the cetacean consultation does not include research activities that have a
high risk of adverse impacts or risk of mortality, outdated methods, or novel activities for which
the impacts are uncertain. Some excluded methods are:
 Captures,
 Harness-based tags, and
 Active acoustics that may cause Level-A harassment or injury.
This change means that under the programmatic framework, NMFS expects to be able to issue
permits within six months. In the past, ESA consultations took 180 days (or more), which, in
addition to the other processing requirements, often made the total processing time one year (or
more). Likewise, the application will not go to the Office of Protected Resources ESA
Interagency Cooperation Division. Instead, the permit analysts will review the application to
ensure that the proposed activities fit within what was analyzed in the programmatic
consultation. If the activities are covered by the programmatic consultation, then no further ESA
analysis is required. The rest of the permitting process remains the same: a Federal Register
notice and 30-day public comment period as required by the regulations. The process for minor
amendments and those for Co-Investigator changes and filming authorizations are not affected
by the programmatic consultation and will not change.
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A new web page provides further information:
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/programmatic-approach-permitting-scientific-researchand-enhancement
Carrie Hubard and Shasta McClenahan, NMFS Office of Protected Resources, contributed to
this article.

Edward Perry IV receives MRC’s Volunteer-of-the-Year Award
Contributed by Julie Albert, Marine Resources Council
On May 18th, Edward Perry IV, better known to his friends as Ed, was awarded Marine
Resources Council’s (MRC’s) Right Whale Volunteer of the Year Award for the 2019 right
whale calving season. Of the seven mothers in 2019, two were photographed by Ed (#4180 &
#3370 on 05 and 19 February, respectively). Ed’s documentation of #4180 on 5 February. not
only identified her as a new whale in the Southeast for the season, but also as a new mother.
Ed Perry’s contributions to the right whale catalog go
back to at least 2014. He has documented some of the
southernmost sightings in the Southeast critical habitat
area. Ed played an integral part in photographing Clipper
(Catalog #3450) and her only calf in the Sebastian Inlet
channel on 8 and 9 February 2016. To this day, Ed
claims that Clipper’s river incursion was one of the most
memorable experiences of his career and he was saddened
to hear of her recent death. Ed has been called upon as a
primary responder in many cases, and has helped prove
that citizens can make major contributions to our
understanding of right whale migration, reproduction, and
health.
Ed will soon retire from his 30-year career as a park
ranger at Sebastian Inlet State Park. While he may not be
on the beach every day at the park, he is happy that he will have more time to assist with right
whale photo-ID. Heartfelt gratitude goes out to Ed Perry for all the years he has contributed to
MRC’s Volunteer Sighting Network and helped with right whale sightings, documentation, and
contributions to the right whale catalog
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2019 New England Right Whale Festival
Contributed by Marianna Hagbloom, New England Aquarium
The sixth annual New England Right Whale Festival, hosted by the New England Aquarium,
took place on an overcast May 5th. This year’s festival was quite a bit different from previous
years! The number of organizations participating was limited to make way for a stage, seating
area, and youth art exhibit space. The Aquarium collaborated with Bow Seat Ocean Awareness
and the Conservation Law Foundation to present awards to the winners of the “Healthy Whale,
Healthy Oceans” art scholarship program for New England students grades K-12.

The winning artwork, “God save the whales,” by Michelle Gu.

Bow Seat is an art-driven program out of Massachusetts that inspires
youth to create art about ocean conservation while educating them
about the issues and how to help solve them. The challenge for the
“Healthy Whale” contest was to “explore the threats facing right
whales and create visual art, poetry, and short films that celebrate the
iconic species and drive action for its protection,” and over 130
students submitted entries! The student awards involved cash prizes
for winners and gift certificates for honorable mentions.
Michelle Gu, student artist,
Concord, Massachusetts.
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The Calvineers of the Adams School in Castine, Maine, (see Right Whale News November 2017)
presented to an audience of over 300 people and gave an overview of everything right whale.
Members of the group were also recipients of an award for their short “Calvin Cast” news clips
based on their interviews with right whale scientists. The festival successfully educated a variety
of ages (the kids were teaching their parents!), and the scientists left feeling inspired by the
youth’s enthusiasm for protecting our favorite whale.

People and Changes
Roy Roscoe Walker, Jr., known to his many friends as Rocky, passed away on 28 July 2019 at
his home in Stokesdale, North Carolina. Rocky was born in Dallas, Texas, on 15 February 1944.
Rocky had a long and diverse career as an aviator. He began flying wildland fires as an air
attack pilot with Orion Aviation in 2008, spending summers in Washington state. His winters
were devoted to flying Orion's marine mammal survey missions for Wildlife Trust (later Sea to
Shore Alliance), working on the Endangered Northern Right Whale Project out of Mt. Pleasant,
South Carolina. In 2014, Rocky began wintering in St. Augustine, Florida, again flying for the
Right Whale Project, this time with the Florida Wildlife Resources Commission.

Jen Jakush, of the Florida Fish and Wildlife team,
describes: “The pilots don’t always get a lot of
recognition, but they are an integral part of the team.
Their flying skills help us keep track of traveling whales
while they’re subsurface and put us in just the right spot
to get the head shots we need to ID the whales. Rocky
was there for the best of times (a season with 39 calves)
and the worst of times (a season with zero calves). He
spent hours and hours circling entangled whales so that
we could document the entanglement and provide aerial
support for the disentanglement teams.”
Rocky Walker
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Calendar
2–3 November 2019. The Right Whale Festival will be held at a new location in Fernandina
Beach, Florida. Fernandina Beach is about 30 miles north of Jacksonville Beach. The festival
will also grow to a two-day event with new and exciting features. For more information and
updates, follow the event on Facebook or go to: http://rightwhalefestival.com.
14–15 November 2019. North Atlantic Right Whale Consortium Annual Meeting, University of
Southern Maine, Portland, Maine. For further details, registration, and abstract submission, see
www.narwc.org. Ropeless consortium meeting precedes on 13 November.
9–12 December 2019. World Marine Mammal Science Conference, Barcelona, Spain. Society
for Marine Mammalogy joined with the European Cetacean Society. Abstract proposals were
due online by 30 April 2019. Early-bird registration has ended, but regular registration is
available through 5 December. For more information and to get involved, contact :
conference@wmmconference.org.
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